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An amazing
adventure

Curses, disasters, invasions of monsters: a deadly shadow is 
disturbing the peace of the County of Acilion. At the head of a 
party of heroes and adventurers gathered in the town of Celsius, 
try and discover the origin of evil. Taking advantage of the quests 
which will be given to you, dive into a fascinating world that can 
be saved only by true heroes.

At first sight, Celsius Heroes is a simple puzzle game which 
quickly turns out to be a true role-playing game, with a riveting 
story and characters.

Click here to watch the trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbDSQD_2cs0


Speak wisely! (or not)

A vast world to discover with your friends



Recruit
your heroes
During your adventures, you will be able to 
recruit in your team characters you have met 
and even get help from the characters of your 
Facebook friends.

Each hero has specific skills and his own 
personality which will have an impact during 
your battles,  your travels but also when you 
are speaking with other characters while 
looking for information and clues on the evil 
devastating the world of Acilion.

Train them and equip them with the best 
weapons and spells; choose well who should 
speak to whom, as misunderstandings can 
happen...

Artefacts, weapons
and heroes galore!



and many others...

Clear-cut
personalities!



old-school
A true

RPG
In the finest tradition of the 80-90’s RPG 
such as the famous Dungeon Master, Eye of the 
beholder II, Might and Magic IV or the Ultima 
series, the heroes are living adventures and 
exploring vast regions.

Gold coins, weapons, armors, magic items, 
traps, mechanisms and other artefacts will be 
useful to your heroes to level up, quest after 
quest, village after village and dungeon after 
dungeon up to the end of an enthralling story.

Puzzle games are used during tactical, 
aesthetically-pleasing fights but are not an 
end per se: Celsius Heroes places a greater 
emphasis on the story.



Download here:

100% cross-platform, Celsius Heroes 
can be played on iOS and Android 
mobiles and tablets, as well as on a
computer via Facebook.

New partnerships will also allow to 
play Celsius Heroes on other platforms.

You can play with the same account on 
any platform and seamlessly switch 
from one to another; moreover, you 
can play with your friends even if they 
are using a different platform.

Expect PvP soon...

Free to play
and available on all platforms

Click here to watch the trailer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UbDSQD_2cs0


Who are we?
Celsius online is an independant studio based in Paris and has been developing games since 
2004. Their first game, Renaissance Kingdoms, has been internationally acclaimed and translated 
in 26 languages. In ten years, it has become the first web-base role-playing game in Europe.

In 2014, Celsius online released March of History, a strategy game which has won the Ping Award 
for the Best Web and Social Game. In March 2016, Celsius online announces the worldwide 
release of its new game, Celsius Heroes, on web browsers, tablets and smartphones, after a soft 

launch at the end of 2015.

You can find the presskit with artworks, screenshots, trailer on celsiusheroes.com
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